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Abst rac t - -We analyze an upwind method for a nonlinear hyperbolic integro-differential equation 
with an integral boundary condition. The problem considered escribes the evolution of the age 
structure of a population. The analysis is carried out employing an abstract heory of discretizations, 
based on the notion of stability thresholds and on a result due to Stetter. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the analysis of an upwind finite-difference scheme for the nonlinear 
hyperbolic integro-differential equation 
ux+u,=.f (z ,Q(t ) )u ,  0<z<A,  0<t<T,  (1.1) 
with initial condition 
and boundary condition 
u(z,O) = u°(x), O < z < A, (1.2) 
(/o A ) u(O,t)=g b(a,Q(t))u(a,t)da, t , O<t<Y;  (1,3) 
where in (1.1) and (1.3), Q(t) denotes 
~0 A Q(t) = u(z,t)dz, 0 < t < T. (1.4) 
The problem (1.1)-(1.4) arises in population biology and describes the time-evolution f the age 
structure of a population. The independent variables z and f denote, respectively, age and time, 
and u(z, t) represents he age-specific density of individuals of age z at time t. Equation (1.1) is 
a conservation law [1] with a sink term fu  which accounts for the deaths in the population. The 
death rate f takes nonpositive values and is assumed to depend on the age z and the total size 
of the population Q. The boundary condition (1.3) accounts for the births in the population. 
The weight function b measures the fertility at each age z and is also assumed to depend on the 
total size of the population. More about age-dependent population dynamics with results on the 
existence and qualitative behavior of the solutions can be found in [2-5], and the volume [6]. 
From a numerical analysis point of view, Kostova [7] has studied the simpler ease where (1.3) is 
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replaced by a Dirichlet condition u(O,t) = g(t), and proposed a first order method based on a 
method of lines. This method cannot be used when the boundary condition is not explicit. More 
recently, Kanan and Ortega [8] have used a difference method to prove the existence of a unique 
solution for (1.1)-(1.3), with the boundary condition given by g(z, t) = z. They established the 
convergence of the difference method, but no numerical results are presented. In the present 
paper we consider a more general problem and the convergence analysis is also more general than 
the above aforementioned. In fact, our sort of analysis can be used for the schemes considered 
in [7] and [8]. On the other hand, we provide numerical examples with theoretical solutions to 
demonstrate he theory. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present he upwind scheme and introduce 
some notions and results that will be necessary to carry out the analysis within the general 
analytic framework developed in [9-12]. The two key ingredients of this framework are a definition 
of stability with thresholds introduced in [11] and a (topological) result due to Stetter [13, Lemma 
1.2.1]. Consistency, stability and convergence are proved in Section 3. In Section 4 we present 
the results of some numerical experiments. The final section, Section 5, contains ome concluding 
remarks. 
2. THE UPWIND SCHEME 
For J a positive integer, we introduce the mesh size h = A / J ,  and the grid points xj = jh, 
0 _< j ~ J. I fV  = (V1,... ,~)  E R ~, we define: 
J 
Qa(V) = ~ hVj. (2.1) 
j= l  
We also require the vector notations 
f (V )  -- ( f (X l ,  Qh(V) ) ,  .f(x2, Qh(V) ) ,  • • • , f(x.l, Qh(V) ) ) ,  
b(V) = (b(xl, Qh(V)), b(x2, Qh(V) ) , . . . ,  b(~j, Qh(V))), 
J 
#(Qh(b(V)V),t) - g(~-~ hb(z j ,Qh(V))Vj , t ) ,  0 < t < T. 
j=l 
The step-length in time is denoted by ]¢ and a superscript n refers to the time level tn -" nk, 
for 0 < n < N, N = [T/k]. We set 
u ~ = (u f,  u~, ... ,uy),  
where Uf denotes the numerical approximation to u(xj,tn),  0 < j < J, 0 < n < N. Then the 
upwind scheme for (1.1)-(1.3) analyzed in this paper takes the form 
u7 -~ -v  "-1 U?-U? -~ j-1 ~. f (x j ,  Qh(Un-1))U~- i  - O, (2.2) 
h k 
for 1 ~ j < J, 1 < n < N, with the given initial condition 
0 0 u ° = (u~, u~, . . . ,  u °) 
and boundary condition 
(2.3) 
U~ = g(Qh(b(Un)Un),tn) ,  0 < n < N. (2.4) 
To do the analysis of this method, we shall use the general discretization framework introduced 
in [10-12]. We make the standard assumption that k = rh, where r is a fixed positive constant. 
In addition, we define the set 
H = {h > 0: h = A/ J , J  E N}; 
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and for each h in H, the spaces 
Xh = Yh -- R N+I  x (RJ) N+I .  
The first factor R N+I in Xh,Yh refers to the N+I  boundary locations (z = 0,t = in), 0 < n < N, 
while the factor (Rd) N+I refers to the locations (z = zj , t  = in), 1 < j <_ J, 0 < n < N. We also 
introduce the operator Oh : Xh ---, Yh, defined through the formulae 
(]~h(V0, V0, v l ,  . . .  , vN)  --" (P0, p0, p1, . . .  , pN) ,  (2.5) 
Po=(P° ,P~, . . . , P~) ,  
P~ = V~ - g(Q~(b(Vn)Vn),tn), 0 < n < N, (2.6) 
pn = (p~,p~, . . .  ,p.~), 0<n<g,  
Pj° = Vj°- U°, 1<_j<_J, (2.7) 
5.-x ~.-x 5~_ ~.-~ -- j -1  + f ( z j ,Qh(Vn-1) )Sn-1  , (2.8) 
PJ"= h k 
fo r l<n<N, l< j<J .  
Now, Uh = (Uo, U°,U1,. . .  ,U N) E Xh where 
Uo = (ug ,  ud ,  . . . , vo  ~)  e R "+~, 
U"=(U~,U~,...,Uy) eR ~, O<n<N, 
is a solution of the upwind scheme if and only if it is a solution of the discrete problem 
¢hh(Uh) = 0 E Yh. (2.9) 
To investigate how close Uh is to u, we choose, for each h in H, an element ua E Xa, which 
is a suitable discrete representation f u. Our choice is the set of nodal values of the theoretical 
solution u, namely, 
uh = (uo,u ° ,u l , . . .  ,u N) E Xh, 
0 1 RN+I, (2.10) uo=(Uo,Uo,...,uo N) E u~=u(O, tn), O<n<N,  
n (2.11) un=(uT ,u~, . . . ,U~r)~R ,u: =u(z j , tn) ,  l <_ j<_ J ,O<n<N.  
Then, for each h in H, the global discre~ization error is defined to be the vector 
eh = uh-- Uh E Xh, 
and the local discretization error is given 
In = Oh(uh) e Yh. 
In order to measure the size of the errors, we define the following norms in the spaces Xh and 
Yh: 
ll(Vo, v° ,v l ,  ...  , vN)l lx~ - max{llVoll., IIV°ll, l lVXll,..., IIVNII}, " (2.12) 
where if V,  W E R "r we are denoting 
(v,w) = ~ h~w~, 
j=l  
117112 -- (v ,  v ) ,  
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and if Z E R #+I (the space of grid functions on the boundary points (x = 0, t = in), 0 <_ n <_ N) 
/'" 
IlZll. = "~ lZ" l  = , 
k .=0 / 
where the double prime in the summation means that the first and last terms are halved. Also 
we shall employ 
I lVll= = max IV~l, l__.j_< J 
I lzl l= = max ]Z"[. 
o_<n_<N 
We say that the discretization (2.9) is convergent if there exists ho > 0 such that, for each h 
in H with h S ho, (2.9) has a solution Uh  for which, as h ---} 0, 
Uml luh - uhllx, = limllehllx, = 0. 
Similarly, we say that the discretisation (2.9) is consistent if, as h ~ 0, 
l im I lCh(uh)l l r~ = lim IlIhllr~ = 0. 
Another notion which will play an important role in our analysis of (2.2)-(2.4) is the stability 
with h-dependent thresholds. For each h in H, let Mh be a value with 0 < Mh < 0¢; we say 
that the discretization (2.9) is stable restricted to the thresholds Mh, if there exist two positive 
constants h0 and S (the stability constant) such that for any h in H, h < h0, and for all Vh ,Wh 
in the open ball B(uh, Mh) of Xh 
IlVh - whllx~ < Slle~h(Vh) -- Ch(wh)llH~. (2.14) 
The following result, established in [11], which is based on a result due to Stetter [13, Lemma 
1.2.1], will be crucial in our analysis: 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that (2.9) is consistent and stable with thresholds Mh. If@h is continuous 
in B(uh,Mh) and IlIhll = O(Mh) as h ---} O, then 
i) For h sufticiently sm,ql, the discrete quations (2.9) possess a unique solution in B(uh, Mn ). 
ii) As h ~ O, the solutions converge. Furthermore, the order of convergence is not smaller 
than the order of consistency. II 
Therefore, consistency and suitable restricted stability still implies convergence. 
3. CONSISTENCY,  STABIL ITY  AND CONVERGENCE 
The first step in the analysis of the numerical method (2.2)-(2.4) is to establish its consistency. 
TH~'.OR~.M 3.1. I f  f, b and g have continuous derivatives, and the solution u of(1.1)-(1.3) is twice 
continuously differentiable, then the local discretization error satisfies, as h --~ O, 
I I~h(u~)l ly~ = { l lU  ° - u°l l  2 + O(h 2) + O(P)) '/2. (3.1)  
PROOF. Clearly, with the notation of (2.10)-(2.11), as h, k ---} 0 
/17-1 n-1 - u j _  1 
-~ u~(~j,tn_~) = O(h), (3.2) 
=o(k), (3.3) 
and the estimates are uniform in n (1 < n < N), and in j (1 < j < J). 
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On the other hand, it is well known that if F(.) is a continuously differentiable function on the 
interval 0 < z < A then I/: I F(z)dx - ~ hF(zj) <_ Ch, (3.4) 
~=1 I 
with C a positive constant hat only depends on bounds for the first derivative of F. (In the 
following, C will denote apositive constant, which is independent ofh, k (k = rh), n (0 < n < N), 
and j (0 _< j _< J); C has possibly different values in different places.) Property (3.4), the 
Lipschitz continuity of f on compact sets and the smoothness of u, imply 
If(xj, Q(tn_l) )u~ -1 - f(xj, Qh(u n-1) )u~-ll = O(h), (3.5) 
with the estimate being uniform in n(1 < n < N), and in j(1 < j < J). 
We can easily bound the values in Equation (2.8) with (u0,u°,u l , . . .  ,u N) in lieu of 
(V0, V° ,V  1, ... ,V N) taking into account (3.2), (3.3) and (3.5). With regard to the bound- 
ary discretization errors (2.6), the fact that g and b are continuously differentiable (and hence 
Lipschitz continuous on compact sets), the boundary condition (1.3), the regularity of u and (3.4) 
enable us to write 
I/0 I lu~ - g(Qh(b(u'~)un),t,,)l -- g( b(a, Q(t.))u(a,t,~)da, t 0 - g(Qh(b(u")u"),t , ,)  
I; <_ c b(a, Q(t . ) )u (a , t . )da  - Qh(b(u" )u" )  
<_ C b(a, Q(t,))u(a, tn)da - ~'~ hb(z./,Q(tn))u] 
jr1 
+ ~_h(b(~./,O.(t.)) - b (~ j ,Q . (u" ) ) )u  2 - O(h) .  
./--1 
for 0 < n < N. Therefore (3.1) holds as desired. | 
The next stage in our analysis is to establish the stability of the numerical method. For this 
purpose, we use the energy method. 
THEOREM 3.2. Under the hypotheses ofTheorem 3.1, ilk = rh with 0 < r <_ 1, the discretization 
(2.5)-(2.8) is stable with thresholds Mh = Mh 1/2, where M is a fixed positive constant. 
PROOF. First note that the stability thresholds make it possible to establish the following bound- 
edness properties: there exists a positive constant C such that, if vh E B(uh,Mh), with 
v~ = (Vo ,V° ,V l , . . .  ,VN), 
then 
IIV011~ _< c ,  IIV"ll~ ___ c ,  0 < n < N; (3,7) 
IQa(u")  - Qh(V" ) l  < Ch 1/2, 0 < n < N. (3.8) 
Suppose vh, wh belong to the ball B(uh,Mh). We set 
vh -- (V0,V°,V1,. . .  ,vN),  ch(Vh) = (P0,P°,P1, - . .  ,pN), 
wh = (Wo,W°,W 1 .... ,WN),  Oh(Wh) = (Ro ,R° ,R  1 .... ,RN). 
According to the definition of ¢h in (2.8), 
r ,~ "-1 - w;':~) + k(P? - R ' ; )  5 n - w?  = (1 - r ) (5  "-1 - wj '-1) +  ~_, 
+ k(f(xj, Qh (Vn-1))Vp -1 - f(xj,  Qh (Wn-1))Wj n-l)  (3.9) 
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for 1 < n < N, 1 < j < J. Multiplication by h(Vp - Win), summation on j, and application of 
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields 
IIV" - W"I[ 2 < (1/2)IIV "-' - W"-III 2 + (1/2 + k)llV" - Wail ~ + (k/2)lV0 "-~ - Wf- ' l  2 
+ (k/2)llP" - R"[I 2 + (k/2)l l f (v"- l)v "-a - f(W"-x)w"-l l lZ (3.10) 
where we have used the fact that r < 1. The last term of the right-hand side can be bounded 
by taking into account hat f is Lipschitz continuous on compact sets, the bound (3.7), and the 
bound IQh(V)l < A1/211Vll. In fact 
i i f (v--X)v --1 _ f (w- -1 )w- -~ l l  < Ilf(v"-l)ll~¢ II v"-a _ w- - i l l  
+ [IW"-Xl[~o IIf(v "-1) - f (w"-~) l [  
< cI Iv  "-1 _ w--xl l .  
Thus, for k sufficiently small, we can write from (3.10) 
II v "  - Wn l l  2 ___ (1 + Ck)II v " -z  - W' - I I I  2 + Ck(ll P"  - R"l l  2 + IV0 " -x  - W~0-~12). (3.11) 
with 1 < n < N. 
On the other hand, for the boundary terms we can write similarly, 
I110" - W~'[ _< [P~' - R~I + Ig(On(b(V")V"),t , )  - g(Qh(b(Wn)Wn), t,) l  
< IP~ - R~I + CI(Qa(b(Vn)Vn) - Qa(b(Wn)Wn)I  
_< IP~' - R~[ + C{IQh(b(V")(V" - W")) l  + IQh((b(V") - b(W"))W")[}  
< IP~' - /~ l  + C{IIb(V")Ilco IIV" - W"ll  + lib(V") - b(W")[[ IIW"lloo} 
< IP~ - R~I + CllV" - W"ll, (3.12) 
for 0 < n < N. On substituting this bound in (3.11), we conclude that, for 1 < n < N, 
IIV" - W"l[ 2 < (1 + Ck)ll V"-~ - W"-~ll 2 + Ck(IIP" - R"II ~ + IP~ -1 - R~-l[2). 
Summing with respect o n and using the discrete Gronwall's lemma we have, for 1 < n < N, 
IIV" - W"ll 2 _< exp(CT) II v°  - W°ll 2 + CA ~ liP" - R'~I[ 2 
rn=l  o_i } 
+2ck ~ "lP~ - R~I ~ 
rn=0 
(3.13) 
To complete the proof, we have to bound IIv0 - w0[I., which is straightforward after Equa- 
tions (3.12) and (3.13). To sum up, we have shown that there exists a positive constant S such 
that, for h sufficiently small 
max{llVo - Woll., IIV ° - W°ll, II v l ,  w i l l , . . . ,  IIv N - wNII) 
< S {liP0 - R011.~ + liP° - R°ll2 + (~=1 klIP" - R"II') } 1/~ 
and the theorem is proved. I 
REMARK 3.1. The restriction 0 < r < 1 is necessary. In fact, for the linear case f = 0, g = 0, 
the definition of stability used here reduces to the classical Lax definition, and it is well known 
that for r > i the violation of the CFL  condition implies Lax-instability. Now, it is important to 
note that we have proved that 0 < r < 1 is sufficient to derive stability for Equations (1.1)-(1.3), 
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while the domain of dependence in this situation is different from that for the standard hyperbolic 
equation ut + ux = f(u),  with Dirichlet boundary condition. 
REMARK 3.2. The thresholds Mh 1/~ are necessary to ensure that if vh E B(uh,Mh) ,  with 
vh = (V0 ,Vo ,V l , . . .  ,V N) then IIV0 - u0[Io¢ < C, IIV n - unlle¢ < C, 0 < n < N; since to 
derive stability we only need to be working in a ball with the maximum norm (in time and in 
space) centered in uh and with radius independent of h. However with this norm the above 
energy argument cannot be used. 
Thus we can state as an immediate consequence of Theorems 2.1, 3.1 and 3.2 the convergence 
of numerical approximations. 
THEOI~EM 3.3. Under the hypotheses of the Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 if I IU ° - u° l l  = o(hX/2) as 
h ~ O, then the solution of (2.2)-(2.4) satisties 
max I IU"  - u" l l  = O( l lO  ° - u° l l  + h) ,  h ~ O, O<n<N 
(5 H gl, klu~ - uNt 2 - o ( l lu  ° - u°ll + h), h -- ,  O. II 
Note that, in particular, if U ° is taken as the grid restriction u° the scheme is convergent 
of the first order in the discrete domain norm L°°([0,T]; L2[0,A]), combined with the discrete 
boundary norm L2([O, T], R). 
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In the method (2.2)-(2.4), we obtain U0 ° (the approximation to u(0, 0)) by means of the quadra- 
ture Qh(U°). However, it is also possible to take U0 ° from the initial condition. The analysis 
carried out in the previous ection can be easily adjusted to cover this situation. In our numerical 
studies we obtain U0 ° by the latter approach. 
The function 
u(x,t)  = exp(--z) 
Z -- exp(-A) + exp(-t)  
is the solution of (1.1)-(1.3), with 
f (x ,Z)  = --Z, 
exp(--x) 
u°(~)  = 2 - exp( -A) '  
b(z, z) = 1, 
g 
g(~,O = 
1 - exp(-A) ' 
for 0 < x < A, t ~ 0. We present in this section numerical results for these data with A = 5. 
Numerical experiments with r > 1, k = rh, have been carried out, and the expected overflow 
has been observed. This is in agreement with the hypotheses (r < 1) of the Theorem 3.2 (see 
also Remark 3.1). Therefore, we only present numerical integration with r < 1. 
With the notation of Section 2, in each entry of Tables 1-3 the upper number is 
max IIU" - u"ll, 
z_<n<N 
and the lower number is 
In Table 4 each entry is just II UN - uNl l ,  N = IT/k]. 
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.2 
.1 
.05 
.025 
Table 1. (A = 5, T = 5). 
.2 
.18858 
.03976 
.04716 
.04953 
.04678 
.05482 
.04659 
.05754 
.08654 
.02291 
.02425 
.02627 
.02408 
.02810 
.05 
.03603 
.01224 
.01230 
.01352 
.025 k ~  
.2 
.1 
.05 
.01433 
.025 
.00631 
Table 2. (A = 5, T = 10). 
• 2 .1 .05 .025 
1.2801 
.06652 
.04741 .37843 
.05029 .02429 
• 04740 .02440 .08944 
• 05557 .02659 .01242 
• 04740 .02439 .01238 .01921 
• 05828 .02842 .01366 .00638 
.2 
72.698 
4.4781 
.04741 .1 
.05183 
.04740 .05 
.05697 
Table 3. (A ---- 5, T -- 20). 
.04740 
.025 
.05962 
.1 .05 
9.5848 
.48156 
.02440 .76094 
.02725 .01970 
.02439 .01238 
.02904 .01396 
.025 
.04567 
.00657 
Table 4. (A = 5). 
T=5 T=10 T=20 T=40 
J = 250 
.010628 .0118,33 .018309 .057722 
r= l  
J - -300  
.008329 .008093 .009082 .013866 
r - - I  
J = 350 
.006786 .005980 .005481 .005205 
r----1 
J----400 
.005687 .004672 .003902 .003378 
ra t  
J = 250 
.004981 .004999 .004998 .004998 
r -- .625 
.004167 .004170 .004169 .004169 
J=300 
r --- .75 
J=350 
r = .875 
.003585 ,003577 .00357'6 .003576 
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In Tables I-3 we see that the numerical method with k = h is more accurate at the boundary 
than at the interior grid points. On  the other hand, when we set k = rh with 0 < r < I, for fixed 
h, we obtain better approximations at the interior grid points but the improvement diminishes 
as r decreases, and the accuracy at the boundary deteriorates. An  important feature is that for 
T and r fixed, we can observe that the error is O(h) as we have proved in Theorem 3.3. 
In Figures 1-10 we represent the function u(x, T), 0 ~_ x ~ A, by a continuous line, and by dots 
some numerical approximations. It can be observed that when k = h the numerical solutions 
have spurious oscillations (see Figures 1-8), and for h > 0.025 the oscillations grow in amplitude 
as time increases. When h is small enough the amplitude of the spurious oscillations decreases 
for T large (see Table 4, where each entry is just IIU N - ulVll, N = IT~k]). On the other hand, 
when k = rh, with 0 < r _ 0.9, we have not observed spurious oscillations and the numerical 
solutions have good behavior for T large (see Figures 9-10). For other choices of .4 we have 
obtained similar conclusions. 
Other numerical experiments have been carried out. In general, the numerical integration with 
0 < r < I is better than with r = I. In addition, for r = I spurious oscillations frequently occur, 
but sometimes may disappear as T grows. 
m 
m 
m 
jR  , . I 
, , n . . . . .  u 
= t A 
Figurel. A=5,  T=S,H=.2 ,  K=.2 .  
. . . . .  ," " . ' . /A 
Fi~we 2. A= 5, T = 5, H= .1, K= .1. 
1 
m m i 
A 
F igure 3. A = 5, T -- 5, H = .05, K = .05. 
Figure 4. A ---- 5, T ~. 5, H ---- .025, K = .025. 
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a 
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m 
D m 
g I 
m 
g I 
J Figure 5. A -- 5, T = 10, H -- .2, K -- .2. 
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I 
J 
m m 
m m 
I A 
g 
m 
Figure 6. A=5,  T=10,  H- - - .1 ,  K=. l .  
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We have to note that we have proved stability (Theorem 3.2) and first order of convergence 
(Theorem 3.3) of the upwind scheme (2.2)-(2.4), for T and r (r < 1) fixed. The example consid- 
ered satisfies the hypotheses of both theorems, and the numerical experiments are in agreement 
with the theoretical results. However, the numerical experiments show that the scheme with 
r < 1 has a different behavior than when we consider = 1. Our theorems ensure the stability 
and convergence for "h sufficiently small" and for T and r fixed (see Theorem 2.1). In addition, 
the critical size of h, to obtain stability and convergence, depends on T and r, for each fixed 
problem (a similar comment can be done with respect o the stability constant). Our results 
don't explicitly show this dependency. On the other hand, the numerical experiments show that, 
as T grows (asymptotic behavior), for r < 1 and h fixed the scheme doesn't lose accuracy (see in 
Tables 1-3 that the error at the interior grid points tends to remain constant), while for r = 1 
the accuracy deteriorates if h is not sufficiently small (see Table 4). This fact may be due to the 
spurious oscillations that appeared in the numerical integration with r = 1, and which we think 
are in connection with the loss of the nonnegative character of the numerical solution. (Note 
that the spurious oscillations diminish as h decreases, which is in agreement with the stability 
and convergence; see Tables 1--4.) 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
REMARK 5.1. The use of stability thresholds determines that the properties of f ,g and b away 
from the theoretical solution are of no consequence for the stability and convergence of the 
scheme. Therefore it is possible to carry out the analysis under weaker assumptions than those 
listed in the introduction. Namely, it is enough to assume that the solution u exists and is twice 
continuously differentiable (this smoothness i  necessary to obtain the order of consistency, but 
to derive stability weaker smoothness requirements on u are required) and that: 
(1) f and b are defined on [0, A] x Dx; f is continuous in its domain and a Lipschitz continuous 
function of its second argument with Lipschitz constant uniform in x; and b is continuously 
differentiable. Here D1 is a compact neighborhood of {Q(t) : 0 < t < T}. 
(2) g is defined on D2 x [0, ~ and is a Lipschitz continuous function of its first argument with 
Lipschitz constant uniform in t. Here D2 is a compact neighborhood of
{foAb(a,Q(t))u(a,t)da: O<t<T}.  
Under these weaker assumptions, the existence of an approximate solution defined by the 
scheme (2.2)-(2.4) is not immediate, because it might happen that when U n has been computed, 
the computation of U n+l requires the evaluation of f ,  b or g out of their domains. Theorem 2.1 
establishes that, for h small enough, the numerical solution is defined. 
REMARK 5.2. In physical applications only nonnegative solutions have significance. Under the 
hypotheses of Theorem 3.3, if the theoretical solution is such that u(z,t) > 0, for 0 < x < A, 
0 < t < T; then the numerical solution is positive for h sufficiently small. In our numerical 
experiments, we have shown that sometimes, for r = 1, h must be exceedingly small before 
a nonnegative numerical approximation is obtained. We now give a criterion which ensures 
that nonnegative initial conditions for the upwind scheme with 0 < r < 1 produce nonnegative 
approximations. 
Let T be fixed. We assume that there exists a positive constant C > 0, such that for each 
V = (1/1,..., Va) with ~ > 0, 1 <_ j _< J, then 
g(Qh(b(V)V),t) + Qh(f(V)V) < CQh(V), 0 < t < T. (5.1) 
For each nonnegative initial condition U °, we define 
f = min{f(x,z) : 0 < x < A, 0 < z < exp(CT)Qh(U°)}. 
If 0 < r < 1 and 1 - r + rhF > O, then the numerical solution U n, 0 <_ n < N, N = [T/k], 
defined by the upwind scheme is nonnegative. More precisely, we show that 
Uj~>_0, 0<n<N,  l< j< J ,  (5.2) 
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Qh(U n) _< (1 T Ck) '*Qh(U°) ,  0 ( n ( N.  (5.3) 
The proof  is by induction. For n - 0, (5.2) and (5.3) are trivial. Now, by (2.2) 
U~+l=(1-r)ff~+rU~_l+rh.f(z~,Qh(U'))U~ ', I _< j<J ,  0<n<N-1 .  (5.4) 
Hence, by the induction hypothesis and the assumption that 1 - r + rhF >_ O, (5.2) is immediate 
for n -{- 1. On the other hand, if we sum with respect to j in (5.4), use (2.4), (5.1) and the 
induction hypothesis then 
Qh(U "+1) = Qa(U" )  - rhUy -{- rh(g(Qh(b(Un)U ' ) ,  t , )  ÷ Qa( f (Un)Un) )  
s (1 ÷ Ck)Qh(U n) 
_< (1 + Ck)"+~Qh(U°), 
as desired. 
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Figure 10. A = 5, T = 40, H = .2, K = .025. 
It is not difficult to show that (5.1) holds when g(z , t )  = z and the fertility function b is 
bounded. 
REMARK 5.3. Systems of equations imilar to (1.1) appear  in species interact ion,  populat ion 
genetics, epidemic populat ions,  etc. [5,14]. The a~alysis carried out in this paper  for the prob lem 
(1.1)-(1.3) is appl icable,  with minor changes, to such systems. 
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